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which  is called His Maya.   As the beautiful luminary the sun casts its
rays of light upon millions of pools of water and   represents   himself at
the same moment on each of them, so are oar souls the manifestations of
the Divine Being.   The creating power or energy of  God  is  Prakriti
or Nature — the material cause of the universe.    It is blind and purpose-
less,  without form or parts, is eternal, material, universal, forming for
itself yet undeveloped being from  which  proceeds  the  visible world.
In this creative energy of God, the   material  cause  of the universe we
find, on an analysis, three universal tendencies which are named by the
Rishls the three Ganas:   The action of these universal. tendencies is  not
only visible in the nature of men, but it is equally so in the lower order
of animate beings as weS as in the inanimate creation.   We  find  three
universal tendencies or forots acting on the face of the creation.   There
is the chaotic or disorganising: tendency which  leads "everything into
confusion, there is the isolating tendency, by which every object  tries
to secure an individual position of its own and there is the harmonizing
tendency by which every object gravitates to a centre  in   creation   and
which tries to bring1 all objects of creation into one universal order.
Thus in the creation there is one dfeorgranisintf tendency,   one  isolating
tendency and one organizmgr tendencw   These three universal tenden-
, cies are inherent in creation, both animate and inanimate *nd ev/iry
form of growth is dependent upon the working  of these tendencies*
They are not the materials or ingredients which form all the objects of
Nature bat the laws that regulate their creation — the inherent  energies
or tendencies.   The first ts called the Tarn* gnna or the  disorganizing-
tendency or the energy tfiat brings on confnsion in the work of creaf ion
and pots obstacles m the way of order or harmonv.   The second is
cafied  Sajx-giaut or isolating  tendency— or the inherent energy by
which every object, in nature, straggles to secure its own  independence
mod to Holate'itsdf from the rest.   The third is the Satfwa-grtna or the
tendency that tries *» estaWtsh universal onfav-the energy  that tries
to evcrcgiue cqnfenskm and isolating tendencies and bring every thing
«^t^a»treof aw>hr«^alorder.   Because the creative energy of the
"	snivfrrsal tendendes there-

